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The qualitative and analytical study includes how States andInternational Organizations have applied certain strategies to containthe evil of terrorism in different parts of the world? The strategy ofsingle or collated States against the global terrorism is knowncounter-terrorism. It remains operational through a coherentcombination to combat terrorist activities around the World. It is anorganized practice of the states to prevent the possible threats atnational and international level with the application of certainpreventive measures. The Counter Terrorism strategy contains EarlyWarning Intelligence, pre-emptive strike, a tight security system, aneffective detention, disruption of financing, retaliation, coherentintelligence system, diplomatic measures and formation of specialCounter Terrorism Units. These distinctive techniques of counterterrorism used by the global institutions and states i-e Australia,Britain, Canada Germany, India, Pakistan & the United States aimed tocontain the objectives & to curb the sanctuaries of the dissidents.
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IntroductionCounter terrorism refers the strategy of an individual state or of a group of thestates against the network, agenda, activities and sanctuaries of the terrorists in differentareas of the world. The counter terrorism policy has been revised as the result of dreadfulterrorist attacks of 9/11.It has been derived   from combination, co-operation and co-ordination to cure different kinds of terrorist activities. The Counter terrorism Strategyincludes both formal and informal efforts for the development of a worldwide network ofsharing information and operations against the targeted, located and identified sanctuariesof the perpetrators.  Counterterrorism is also an organized exercise of the states andinstitutions to avoid the probable threats at local, national and international level by usingcertain peaceful and coercive tactics led by the Terrorism Early Warning IntelligenceSystem. The countries striving for peace and fighting against terrorism consume theirpotential sources, i.e. the police, security agencies and military forces and embroil moresocial support through media awareness campaigns to eliminate the gigantic evil ofterrorism. The modern nation states and international organizations have picked upcertain possible approaches, methods and retaliatory response to pullout the roots of
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ongoing phenomenon of   global terrorism which has become a critical and complexdebauchery in the contemporary global environment. The peace loving non state actorslike United Nations and regional organizations along with the states fighting against globalterrorism have occasions  applied the  provisions of the tight security system, betterprevention and effective detention, disruption of financing, repression, retaliation,punishing the foreign supporters of dissidents, formation of pre-emptive schemes ofstrikes, Special Counter Terrorism Units, institutional reforms, diplomatic co-operationand the sharing of information with different intelligence agencies are the major tactics ofthe counterterrorism strategies of  states in contemporary international relations.
The Definitional and Theoretical AspectThe concept of counter terrorism seems difficult to define like that of terrorism,since it is very complex. Paul Wilkinson is of the view there is not a globally agreed counterterrorism strategy because every incident of terrorism has its own attributes (Wilkinson,2006). Kelman describes counter terrorism “a set of measures that states apply inresponse to acts of terrorism”. The Oxford English Dictionary defines counter terrorism as,“political or military actions or measures intended to combat, prevent, or deter terrorism,sometimes (in early use) with the implication that the methods utilized resemble those ofthe terrorists” (Kelman, 2012). Counter terrorism is a strategy of the single and thecollated states against the global terror. It is a policy of recent international politics, whichhas been derived from the combination, co-operation and co-ordination to cure differentkinds of terrorist activities. Counter-terrorism includes both formal and informal effortsfor the development of a worldwide network of sharing information and operationsagainst the targeted, located and identified hideouts of the dissidents. According to anotherperspective, counter terrorism is an organized exercise of the states to prevent differentprobable threats at local, national and international level by using the Terrorism EarlyWarning Intelligence. The states use their potential sources, i.e. police, security agencies;military forces and involve more support from the society through media awarenesscampaign to pull out the roots of terrorism. The continual phenomenon of terrorism hasbecome more complex and critical and not quite easy to deal with few options. There arecertain obvious possible responses to combat the threats of terrorism adopted by thestates in the contemporary regional and international environment. The provision of tightsecurity system, better prevention and effective detention, disruption of financing,repression, retaliation, punishing the foreign supporters of terrorists, formation of pre-emptive strike action, establishment of Special Counter Terrorism Units, institutionalreforms, worldwide diplomatic co-operation and the sharing of information by differentintelligence agencies are the major tactics of the counter-terrorism strategies of the statesin contemporary international relations. An organized and formulated exercise of a singlestate or collective states to combat different acts of terrorism though formal or informalefforts by using military police and other law enforcement agencies known as counterterrorism (Ahmed, 2006).Counter terrorism is an important strategy, technique and policyopted by different states to deal with all types of terrorist activities. It is a method for thesolution of the existing complex issue of terrorism or an effective tool in dealing with allthe possible threats of terrorist groups. There is not any single counter terrorist technique,i.e. applicable as the solution to the challenges created by the violent and dissidentorganizations through the entire world. One scheme of counter terrorism, which works inone place or time, could fail in another place or time. Therefore, terrorism is far too
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complex for one solution to be effective in dealing with all possible threats. There arecertain obvious possible responses to combat the threat of terrorism like the provision of atight and better security system, disrupting and freezing the finances, repression andretaliation, punishment for the supporters of the terrorists, diplomatic and cooperativemeasures to curb and control terrorism being applied by the states. The authoritarian anddemocratic societies use the same mechanism of counter terrorism. Strategies of counterterrorism that work to defeat domestic extremists and foreign attackers in a democracymay work equally well in an authoritarian system with a government determined torepress local democratic dissidents or ethnic religious minority suppressed.Sederberge(2003) has presented three approaches of countering terrorism adopted by different statesat different times to deal the terrorist groups:
Narratives of Counter TerrorismThe Crime Approach treats terrorism as a crime and concentrates on the role ofpolice and judicial system to deal with the violent terrorist. The Disease method deals withterrorism as a disease and emphasizes on the treatment of the root causes of terrorismSimilarly WarTactic method emphasis on the framing crisisof terrorism as one of the war,which means the curtailment of civil liberties and an opportunity for the enemy (Baker,2003).The descriptive narration of above mentioned methods of counter terrorismstrategy can be explained in the following chronicle order.
The Disease Proactive MethodThe modern social scientists have discovered the disease preemptive method as asignificant tool to contain and combat terrorist activities in different parts of the world.The experts of international politics consider that terrorism can be avoided through thepsychological temptation of perpetrators who are involved to wage different activities ofterrorism.   This tactic deals with terrorism as a disease and emphasizes on the treatmentof the root causes of terrorism. The disease version of counter terrorism also deals withthe symptoms, motives, mindset and articulated objectives behind the incidents andactivities of dissidents. The countries suffering from domestic violence and terroristactivities are more likely to continue to rely on police techniques and reforms (Katzenstein,2003). The disease approach pays most attention to reforms and concessions to change themindset of terrorists because the military response or war technique is not likely to be asuccessful counter terrorism strategy (De Castro, 2004). It is necessary to defeat not onlythe extremists, terrorists and militants through the application of war and crime strategies,but also their supporters are needed to be provided with the benefits of peace, prosperity,modernization, globalization and disadvantages of violent actions through a diseasetherapy of fighting terrorism (Kilcullen, 2005).
The Crime Anticipatory MethodThe advanced countries like the United States, Britain, Canada, Australia, Germanyand France have paid a deep concentration on the formulation and application of the crimeanticipatory approach to deal with the hidden and obvious activities of the terrorists. Heexponents of terrorism as a crime method believe that the terror crime can be controlthrough the enforcement of certain reforms in the police department and judicial
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infrastructure of the States. The weaker, incapable and corrupt crime control institutionscreate more opportunity to increase the terror activities. This approach treats terrorism asa crime and concentrates on the role of police and judicial system to deal with the violentterrorist activities. The British authorities applied the crime approach after the Londontransit bombings in July 2005 (Landman, 2006). According to this very approach terrorismmust be treated as a severe crime. This strategy suggests that through judicial proceedingsthe designs of terrorists can be limited and the frequency of their actions reduced. Thedestructiveness, aims, planning and mindset of the terrorists can be influenced through theuse of law enforcement and judicial system (Muller, 2008). A decision to use lawenforcement versus military action needs to be dealt with through a case by case basis(Dwigans & Schmitt, 2011). Like the war approach of counter terrorism, it has beensuggested that in some cases terrorism as crime approach and law enforcement techniquescannot become the real source for the solution of terrorism problems. The United Statesand many other countries dealt with terrorism as a crime through the use of intelligenceservices, diplomacy, retaliation and repression especially pre 9/11 environment. Thestates like Pakistan, Turkey, India, Malaysia, and Iran have deeply started to concentrate tothe application of crime approach as key factor of their counter terrorism strategy.
The War Pre-emptive MethodThe gigantic threat of global terrorism has brought the human security at thestake of risk, danger and uncertainty particularly by the begging of 21st century.  The Stateshave reviewed the policy perspective of homeland security both in peaceful reforms andcoercive retaliation method. The punitive response through Military operations has beenused by the states as a decisive counter terrorism strategy in the contemporary globalpolitics. According to the war approach the conflict can be viewed as one of war. TheUnited States used the conflict as a war approach after the incident of 9/11 with thedeclaration of global war on terrorism. The US global WOT however, has not been fullyeffective and successful. The US attack against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan byOctober 2001 was clearly in keeping with the war approach. The Muslim community indifferent countries like Malaysia, Iran, Afghanistan, and Pakistan has perceived thisAmerican effort as a battle against Muslims and an American policy to create control andhegemony over the Muslim world. Framing a crisis involving terrorism as one of war alsomeans that the maintenance of civil liberties could be perceived as providing opportunityfor the enemy (Baker, 2003). Consequently, the war strategy of counter terrorism cancreate greater stress on civil liberties and traumatic disorder in the society. The war tacticmay also inspire potential terrorists to join violent groups because it can enhance thestatus of terrorists in the eyes of potential recruits (Sageman, 2008). Another problemstanding with the ‘war counter terrorism technique’ is that victory is likely to be implicitlydefined as the absence of any attacks by global jihadists. Even small attacks of theterrorists become their victories (Cronin, 2010). States rely on intelligence information,tactics of retaliations, and assassination of the enemy and preemptive strike methods, astools of countering terrorism. The war preemptive approach of counter terrorism has beenused in Pakistan, Afghanistan, India and Middle East to combat and crush the terroristactivities in the post 9/11 environment.
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Attributes of Counter Terrorism StrategyFollowing are the significant features of the counter terrorism policy and practiceadopted by the States to maintain law &order, peace and stability and to protect theirhomeland security.
The Corporeal Protective MeasuresThe promulgation of physical protective measures becomes another significantpolicy perspective adopted by the States like Australia, Britain, Canada, Germany, India,Israel Pakistan and the United States in the post 9/11 environment to secure buildings,aircraft, airports, railway stations, government offices and other vulnerable country wideinstallations. The use of detective devices, searching mirror, metal detecting device, walkthrough gates, close circuit TV cameras and other important secret electronic devices havebeen installed by the States civil, military and intelligence authorities to discourage andavert terrorist attacks in different parts of the world.
Non Lenience PolicyThe State administration believes in not making any kind of concession to theterrorists inside and outside of its territorial jurisdiction. Therefore, the governmentadopts zero tolerance agenda against all suspects and terrorists from its soil and to crushmalicious network and objectives of terrorist organizations.  A fundamental belief of thispolicy is that no country will yield to terrorist threats and attempts to intimidate or extortconcessions to the terrorists (Graham, 2003). The major objective of no concession policyis to put all potential terrorists on notice that using terrorism is futile and non-beneficial,thereby discouraging similar acts in future. The zero tolerance policy against the terroristshas been brought to bear in incidents of aircraft hijacking, the seizure of embassies,hostage taking and bomb threats for ransom or to extract concessions. The policy of zerotolerance and no concessions doesn’t mean refusal of negotiations with terrorists. TheStates officials are supposed to adopt an established dialogue posture in order to gain therelease of hostages and dissuade the terrorists from the commencement of their brutalterrorist acts.
Revealing and DiscouragementThe modern nation state counter terrorism strategy includes intelligence sharingand features of cooperation among intelligence agencies and law enforcement entitiesthroughout the world. Detection of terrorist organizations, creation of the situation ofdeterrence and prevention of planning and projects of terrorists to stop theirapprehensions stands on the top priority of the advanced counter terrorism program. Thepeace loving States and institutions deploy Different civil and military agencies for lawenforcement and to deter the terrorist activities (Stevenson, 2004).
Commandment of RuleThe rule of law has been considered as the paramount principle of peacefulcounter terrorism policy throughout the world. The rule of law should be applied andstrengthened as a principle tool while fighting against any kind of terrorism. The Countries
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have advanced their anti-terrorism policy and approach through the application ofdomestic laws, maximum support to international conventions and treaties that curtaildifferent forms of terrorism. Therefore, the administration of the rule of law to curbterrorist activities stands a prime policy of the Modern nation State anti-terrorismcampaign. In searching for the best way to combat terrorism, the countries are dependenton law enforcement even relied on law enforcement. The fundamental principle of Statepolicy towards counter terrorism is that no political cause or grievance can justify thekilling of innocent civilians and that any such act must be considered a crime. It is agreedby the governments of different states to deal with such acts with iron hands andsuggested to bring them to court for legal penalty and punishment through the applicationof law and law enforcement (Jehl, 2004).
The Potent and Bulling DogmaThe use of cohesive diplomacy becomes an important feature of the counterterrorism strategy of the sates in the contemporary international environment. Thepowerful states normally use the tactic of the imposition of economic sanctions against thestates and groups which are involved in sponsoring terrorism. The Practice of Lawenforcement and the executive orders as a wide variety of sanctions against the statessponsoring terrorism becomes a policy principle of counter terrorism. The States identify,condemn and apply different prohibitions like the economic trade embargo and militaryassistance, restrictions on organizations, networks and countries that promote criminaland pro terrorism environment as an instrument of counter terrorism strategy. Thelegislatures of several States have occasionally passed several acts to condemn, curtail andfreeze program and funding of terrorist groups engaged in the projection of certainterrorist incidents and attacks in different parts of the world. For example The AmericanCongress imposed different military and economic sanctions against the states likeAfghanistan, North Korea, Libya, Iran, Iraq, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Pakistan being theterror sponsoring States. The refusal and monetary restrictions of the reservoirs,sanctuaries and weapons to the terrorists groups appears another component of counterterrorism policy of the States (Ochmanek, 2003).
The Ambassadorial ManeuversThe Diplomatic tactics are considered effective and fruitful to diminish anddiscourage all kind of terrorist activities throughout the world. Normally the Statesencourage international cooperation and coordination to control and combat all forms ofterrorism. The States administrations usually facilitate assistance of training, practice andoperation in apprehending and bringing the terrorist suspects to justice and preventingthem to find safe haven in different parts of the world. International cooperation hasrequired intensive diplomacy, bilateral and multilateral close, and coordinatedrelationships among law enforcement, intelligence agencies and foreign ministries of thestates. The Peace keeping global institutions and Countries are spouse to persuade theterrorist organizations through the application of military and diplomatic tactics, becausethe globalization of terrorism has reached the last generation and a worldwide consensushas been developed to combat terrorism with a maximum force and full strength of action.The international community has organized a worldwide coalition and NATO alliance
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against the evil of terrorism. The policy of cooperation with willing and capable states isencouraged in the contemporary international politics.
The Internal Co-operation PolicyThe domestic integration, compatibility, solidarity and unity give a positive andstrong image as a nation to contest and conquer all the anti- state elements, decedents andthe terrorists. The State administration of different countries has formulated acomprehensive and coherent team work between civil and military establishment tocombat different terrorist activities. It also includes the measures like the homelandsecurity through improved border control, intelligence and other security measures likediminishing poverty and conditions that terrorists can exploit. The legitimization ofterrorism as a tool of statecraft and an instrument of non-state actors is included in thecontours of the Common counter terrorism policy A close coordination and effectivenetwork among the civil and military agencies share responsibility through domesticcooperation in the context of working relationship against terrorism provides a hugesupport to crush the aims and objectives of the terrorists (Rosenau, 2008).
The Early Warning and Threat Assessment SystemThe early warning threat assessment system has become an integral principle ofmodern counterterrorism agenda of all the states used by the civil and military intelligenceand information gathering agencies in the post 9/11 environment. Usually the Centralgovernments take responsibility for the assessment of the threat of internal and externalterrorism. According to the director of central intelligence agency and the director offederal bureau of intelligence both the CIA and FBI are directly responsible to perceive andassess the threat of domestic terrorism being the leading intelligence organizations of thecountry. These agencies work in a close collaboration and through a clandestineintelligence in order to discover, disrupt and penetrate the terrorist groups within theterritorial domain of the United States (Wilcox, 2003). The international community relieson its intelligence system for both tactical and strategic warnings of terrorist attacks.Therefore, through application of early warning intelligence system, the global counterterrorism policy has resulted in the apprehension of a growing number of internationalterrorists. Numerous States have revived their threat assessment system to take greateraccount of the mobility of trans-national terrorists and their practice of seeking outvulnerable targets in the areas where these terrorists have not previously attacked. Thethreat assessment system of the States also makes watch and ward of differentenvironmental factors. The analysts in the threat assessment and warning system of theseStates focus on different categories of the terrorists, i.e. state sponsored terrorism,terrorist organizations, transnational networks of terrorism, religious fanaticism and thecyber terrorists who make plan to attack over the  communication and digitalinfrastructure, Public Places , officials diplomats, police training centers , check posts andmilitary personals of these States.
Acquiescence of International LawThe activities and wave of terrorism has been curtail and managed through theapplication a compliance of international law along with a great combination and working
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relationship with states and non-states actors during 2001-2020. The States haveexpanded their anti-terrorism campaign from domestic to international arena. The Alliedcountries engaged in global coalition against terrorism have enlarged the reach ofinternational law against terrorism in a wide scale series of treaties and conventions.These international treaties have made obligation of the signatories to enact domestic lawsfor defining and marginalizing of terrorist acts. The Tokyo Convention of 1963 dealtoffenses and certain other acts committed on board aircraft, the Hague Convention of 1970for the unlawful seizure of aircraft, Montreal Convention 1971 for the suspension ofunlawful acts against the safety of civil aviation, the Convention on the Prevention ofCrimes against Internationally Protected Persons 1973, Convention against the Taking ofHostage 1979, Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts 1988 against the Safety ofMaritime Navigation, the 1991 Convention for the Marking of Plastic Explosives for thePurposes of Detection, the Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombing 1998 andConvention for the Suppression of Financing of Terrorism 1999 are the major landmarks ofanti-terrorism efforts through the enforcement and compliance of international law. TheStates have reviewed and expended their bilateral extradition treaties in order tostrengthen anti-terrorism cooperation through international law. The several UN memberStates have upgraded and reformed the extradition laws to contain crimes and control theof transnational terrorist groups. Furthermore the mutual legal assistant treaties havebeen revised by the peace loving countries as an instrument to increase the level ofcooperation in the investigation and prosecution of the criminals involved in domestic andglobal terrorism. The complex interdependence theory has greatly strengthened the normof cooperation among the States and increased the commitment for the compliance ofinternational law against the proceeding of the terrorist networks and their associategroups in the global environment (Rosenau, 2005).
Challenges &Implications of Counter Terrorism StrategySince the occurrence of horrible terrorists attacks on the soil of the united statesin September, 2001certain non-state actors like the UN Security Council, NATO, EuropeanUnion & several States have adopted monotonous measures to pull out the network ofdifferent extremist and fanatic organizations to pullout their hideouts for the persistentpeaceful environment in the World Politics but the results have not been abstracted asfruitful as it was determined in different Parts of the World. Although a great success hasbeen acquired in the context of countering terrorism during 2001-2020 as the result of theapplication multiple counter Terrorism strategies both in diplomatic and coercive policyperspectives. The United States, Pakistan India, United Kingdom, Germany, France, Canadaand Australia have spent billions of Dollars and cost millions of human lives but yet tingshave to be learnt for the future course of action in respect the sheer elimination ofTerrorist activities from the world politics. The non-State actors, Peace keepingorganizations and States striving for countering Terrorism face the following Challenges&implications in terms of their ongoing Counter terrorism Policies.
Unproductive Policy AgendaMilitary and nonmilitary options reflect country’s ineffectiveness for a counterterrorism strategy. Some countries lack the proper counter terrorism legislation in theirrespective legal proceeding record through the legislatives bodies. (Kennedy, 2004) which
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proved insignificant for the elimination of terrorist activities from the territorialjurisdiction of the concerned States.
Slow and Steady Judicial SystemThe judicial system of different States creates problems to precede speedy trials ofthe suspected terrorists and could not obtain any reasonable success to halt the activitiesof the banned militant groups which had started functioning by the substitute names. Theexample of Jama’at-ud-Dawa (JuD, former LeT) can be cited in the case of Pakistan whichhas established madrassas, schools, health centers, and hospitals and hence depicted itselfas a welfare organization.
The interest Preferences PolicyThere are some important overlapping shortcomings that lead to the countriestoward ineffectiveness of their counter terrorism policy in the context of combating andelimination of all kind of terrorist activities. The anti-terrorism strategy linked with itsgeostrategic and regional environment, especially dealing with the national interests andpolicy preferences of the States do adopt the pro-strategic interest postures. For examplePakistan’s policy interest in the case of India is connected with the Kashmir issue asIslamabad considers the Kashmir dispute as an ‘unfinished agenda’ of the partition plan ofUnited India. Therefore, Pakistan preferred to stick with constant approach about theKashmir conflict and adopted both the war and dialogue policy to keep India engaged in alow intensity conflict by using the jihadi organizations through proxy wars. Although civiland military authorities gave tough time to crush the terrorists and their networks heavyhandedly “through the tactics of arrests, targeted assassinations and aggravatedintergroup massacres” (Tellis, 2008). Pakistan’s strategy of ‘bad Taliban’ and ‘goodTaliban’ raises a question mark on its commitment and credibility to eliminate all kinds ofterrorist network and organizations from its territorial jurisdiction. Therefore ‘Pakistanfriendly’ jihadi and militant organizations are actively operating in Kashmir held by Indiaand have been graded as the ‘strategic assets’ in the military circles of Pakistan. Thesestrategic assets also use training camps and resources under the ideological inspiration ofthe state.
The Civil-Military DiscontentThe uncertain, dubious and cockeyed civil military links in the politics of  differentStates i-e Pakistan , Bangladesh, Sri Lanka have emasculated the worth and efforts of thecountry to combat domestic, regional and home grown terrorism. There has been anincessant race for dominance and control over one another between civil and militaryleadership. Consequently the Military wins the Powers race and led to define the countriessecurity and defense policies. Whenever the civil elites try to play their independent role inthe context of national security decision making process, the military has pushed it backvehemently. The Kerry Lugar Bill 2009, Memo gate scandal 2012and establishing theinstitution of NACTA 2013 can be seen as glaring examples of civil military disharmony inthe politics of Pakistan. Thus the civil- military discord has made the counter terrorismstrategy quite a tough task due to different perspectives on the formulation of counterterrorism policies in various developing countries of the World. The civilian political
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faction in different countries prefers the formulation of counter terrorism strategyaccorded to their law and order situation. This is a huge issue in the civilian domain and itcould be handled through the application of sound administration and governancemeasures. Contrary to the civilian political leadership, the military considers theformulation of counter terrorism strategy on the basis of national security issues which isoverwhelmingly the Targeted and specific agenda centric that can be entertained throughproxy war. The military establishment preferred to provide support to the ‘strategicassets’. The civil- military conflict remained alive on the conduct of different securityoperations and on the issue of negotiations with the dissident groups. (Daily Times, 2013,September 10).
The Question of Ownership of War on TerrorThe Counter terrorism Strategies face huge challenge of the ownership of the Waron Terror in different countries particularly like Pakistan in the case of its role as a frontline State being non NATO ally of the US led global coalition against War on Terror.Pakistan’s counter terrorism efforts lacked of the development of national consensus aboutthe term ‘war on terror’ whether it was Pakistan’s war or of the United States. ThereforePakistan army designated War on Terror its own war and called to acquire support fromthe People to Combat and win the contest against the Terrorists. This can be noted fromGeneral Kyani’s (former military chief) speech of 14th August 2012. On the other handsome popular political parties, such as the mandatory PMLN, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf(PTI), Jama’at-e-Islami (JI) and Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (JUI) candidly described WOT as anAmerican war rather of Pakistan. Therefore, military’s effort to fight the internal threat ofterrorism questions its determination and commitment in the absence of support from themasses and political leadership.
The Vague and Biased Investigation InfrastructureThere is a lack of rational value free constant and reliable investigation andevaluation infrastructure of the incidents of terrorism in the case of the articulation ofcounter Terrorism Strategies of different Countries where the biased, irrational andinappropriate implementation of the Counter terrorism Strategies have generated seriousquestions of performance and target achievement.  The multiplicity of players in the arenaof counter terrorism policy has been straggling struggling both in the practical andideological differences in the decision making circles &the limited role of civiladministration in the formulation of national security policies, the ineffective performanceof national crisis management cell and other agencies yet don’t produced an impressiveand accurate result in respect of countering terrorism.
The Multi-Faceted Policy PerspectiveAnother important drawback of counter Terrorism Strategy becomes the multi –faceted agenda to fight against the terrorists. If a Country follows unbalanced and havingunequal powers among a variety of players and actors, along with trust deficit. It cannotacquire the determine and targeted objectives with the application and promulgation ofmulti layered counter terrorism policy based on the principle of polarization.
The Lesson yet to be learnt
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A wide gap yet exists to articulate and manifest a rational approach of the policyformulation through the socio -political circles of the State mechanism with a legal andpolitical legitimacy of the state in the contemporary world politics. The countries i-ePakistan, India, Israel still need to learn from the practice and policy of the developedcountries i-e the United states & great Britain dealing with their respective terroristincidents of 9/11 201 & 7/7 2005. The developing Nations yet have to learn the lessonfrom Australia, Canada , Germany and Norway to improve the performance of their localand national law enforcement agencies and institutions. The weaker domestic surveillanceand sweeping system along with the backward indigenous scientific research environmentraised the finger on the credibility & potential of counter terrorism policy of the strugglingStates fighting against the terrorism in international environment that how to completelyuproot potential terrorist organizations particularly Pakistan has to learn  a lot about howto use the available sources that would enable the country to improve its law & ordersituations and skills of training required for fighting the terrorists being the importantpartner of the global coalition against the gigantic threat of terrorism .
The Weaker legislation & promulgation PolicyThe counter terrorism strategy of the State is compromised through the weakerlaw enforcement sector. The poor legal and judicial infrastructure composed of the police,law enforcement agencies & the information cells with the incredible and stumblinginfrastructure, equipment, search skill, training capability and fighting potential raise thefinger of question mark in the context of the framing of an agreed global counter terrorismpolicy
The Trust Deficit ProblemThe element of distrust, hater, ideological and geographical conflicts along withthe environment of incompatibility with international community generates vacuum in theperception, formulation and promulgation of global counter terrorism strategy. The policyincapability of Pakistan’s counter terrorism strategy during 2001-2020 has remainedquestionable due to the presence of an element of distrust, hater and anti-Americansentiments. there is a dire need to improve the working relationship of fighting against theevil of global terrorism. It is also essential to acknowledge the feelings and sacrifices of thepeople, institutions and forces fighting the war on terror by those countries who arefrequently blamed to be involve in the formulation and application of conspiracy theorymerely to secure one’s own designed interests rather than to maintain everlasting globalpeace and stability
ConclusionSince the occurrence of the awful terrorist attacks on the soil of the United statesin September 2001 followed by a devastating series of terrorist activities almost in theentire world during 2001-2020 has jolted the global peace and brought the humanity andState security at the stake of the risk of survival and destruction  both in cost and life. Thusthe emerging geo-strategic, social, economic and political dynamics of the world politics inthe post 9/11 environment guided different international institutions and states to revisitregional and global security paradigms .Consequently the strategy of single or more states
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to combat different acts of terrorism through formal or informal efforts has beenarticulated in the form of counter terrorism policy. It is an organized or informal exerciseof the states to contain and crush probable threats at national and international level.States and counter terrorism agencies or institutions apply different tactics i.e. tightsecurity system, freezing financing system, rapid prosecution, formation of pre-emptivestrike policy, making of special counter terrorism task force and institutional reforms. Thetransnational nature of ongoing terrorism has guided the states to adopt new strategies,doctrines and policies to develop regional and worldwide security while dealing with theglobal menace of terrorism. The United Kingdom adopted strict measures to preventterrorist activities through political, economic, social and military check and deterrence.Australia, Germany and Canada also extended a great cooperation to root out internationalterrorism through legislative, economic and security reforms following the legislativeproceedings. The United States reformulated its foreign policy preferences in the wake ofhorrible terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001. Consequently, The United States and itsallied countries launched anti-terrorism policy and efforts in the name of WOT under theumbrella of global coalition. The States have initiated certain anti-terror bills andconverted into law. The homeland security department, anti-terrorism strategy, rule oflaw, zero tolerance policy, detection and deterrence, diplomatic treaties, coercive policy,physical protective measures, domestic cooperation, assessment warming and compliancewith international law while working with international community are  the majoringenuities transmitted by different states. Yet more things have to be learnt byinternational community to acquire the determined targets in respect of counteringterrorism. Furthermore, the culture of intolerance, aggression, ignorance and deprivationneeds to be eliminated through peaceful means like uplift of school education, establishinguniversities and improvement in the living standards of the people. The States cancultivate more strong relations by trust building measures, respect to the reciprocalsovereign status and exchange of core information regarding contest and crush terrorism.The entire international community will have to stay   engaged with each other, cooperatewhere cooperation is possible and hold dialogue to reduce differences in the context of theapplication of global terrorism policy. There is no need in picking up unnecessary conflictswith any regional and global actor for the sake of tenacious peace and prosperity in theworld politics.
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